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INSPECTIS “Real Life HD” Package is the Next Best Thing to Being There
Solna, Sweden – We can’t all be always where we want to be, in the next room, the next city, or on the
other side of the world, but when you want the next best thing to real face time, INSPECTIS AB now
makes it possible with its new “Real Life HD” technology package for remote conferencing over readilyaccessible common telecommunications applications via the Internet. INSPECTIS Real Life HD basically
“super-charges” these telecommunications
applications by adding or extending their
impact and capabilities, because the
INSPECTIS Real Life HD C12 package
enables easy sharing of vivid HD quality live
video and details beyond the capability of
normal webcams.
Whether it’s remote learning, remote
conferencing, or telecommuting, the
INSPECTIS Real Life C12 system requires
only a simple connection to Windows or Mac computers to establish high-quality communication and
sharing of detailed magnified images with others anywhere in the world using standard webcam based
conferencing systems.
For example, INSPECTIS’ macro/microscopic video imaging makes it possible to easily share and discuss
tiny details of objects, circuit boards and assemblies, medical devices, and more. It enables participants
to choose whether to problem solve, help with development, or simply show and tell, even if they are
an ocean away. There’s no need to book a flight or drive for hours anywhere.
The no-fuss controls allow the user to zoom-in, share and have live discussions on technical,
development and quality issues pertaining to any item or subject that requires close examination. The

Real Life package allows easy USB3.0 connectivity. Other camera optional configurations including F30
and U30 are available; please inquire. For more information, visit www.inspect-is.com.
About INSPECTIS
INSPECTIS AB offers advanced optical inspection solutions for the electronics and medical device manufacturing
industries. a line of plug and play, reliable and cost-effective digital camera microscopes designed for demanding
non-contact optical inspection and assembly. For more information, visit www.inspect-is.com; email
alistair@inspect-is.com. For North American sales and technical information, contact Dale Winchell at
ASCENTECH2 LLC, Tel. 860.510.2450, US@inspect-is.com.
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